SAARC AWARDS
SAARC LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
SHAMSUR RAHMAN (Bangladesh)
FOSWAL conferred the First-ever
SAARC Literary Award for
Lifetime Creative Excellence on
eminent Bangla writer SHAMSUR
RAHMAN of Bangladesh at the
Third SAARC Writers Conference
held in Dhaka, Bangladesh, 22-24
March, 2001. Besides a cash award
of Two Lakh Indian Rupees
(2,40,000 takas), the SAARC Award carried a Shawl of
Honour, a Citation and, of course, regards and affection
on behalf of the SAARC writers' fraternity.
MAHASVETA DEVI (India)
During the SAARC Writers
Conference held on April 3 and 4,
2007, in New Delhi, Mahasveta
Devi, eminent Bangla writer and
social activist was honoured with
the SAARC Literary Award for
Lifetime Creative Excellence for
her outstanding contribution to literature, and for her
selfless work for the downtrodden and marginalized, the
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tribals and adivasis, living among them, writing about
them.
Mahasveta Devi is one of the most eminent and
respected Contemporary Indian writers.
The Award carried cash prize of 2,00,000 Indian rupees, a
Shawl of Honour and Citation.
HAMID MIR (Pakistan)
During SAARC Festival of Literature in Delhi, in March
2010, SAARC Lifetime Achievement Award-2010 was
given to Hamid Mir of Pakistan. The Award of $ 5000,
was personal tribute and
contribution of Arpana Caur, the
Executive President of FOSWAL.
Hamid Mir is a fearless journalist
who has listened only to the voice
of his own soul, and has been
digging up and unearthing hidden
truths with total integrity. The whole
of SAARC region is proud of him !
Hamid Mir is an outstanding mediaperson who has a
deep insight into the socio-political events of the subcontinent and South Asia. He has the courage of his
convictions and a passion for unravelling the truth. A
sensitive commentator on national and international
affairs, he is held in high esteem in media circles for his
impeccable integrity and absolute fearlessness.
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SAARC OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Dr. SYED AKHTAR HUSSAIN AKHTAR (Pakistan)
Dr. Syed Akhtar Hussain Akhtar
is an eminent Punjabi scholar
and poet from Pakistan, and
Chief Editor of 'Lehran', the first
and the only Punjabi literary
magazine brought out by him in
Pakistan, against all odds.
During the Poetry Festival of
Both Punjabs, in October 2007 FOSWAL honoured Dr.
Syed Akhtar Hussain Akhtar with OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENTS FOR PROTECTION OF PUNJABI
LANGUAGE IN PAKISTAN, AND HIS SCHOLARSHIP.
The Award was presented to Dr. Syed Akhtar Hussain
Akhtar by H.E. Dr. A.R. Kidwai, Governor of Haryana.
The Award carried a cash prize, and Ceremonial Shawl of
Honour, and a Citation.
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SAARC LITERARY AWARDS
•

During 2002-2010, writers selected for the SAARC
Literary Awards were honoured with cash awards :
Rs. 51,000-1,00,000, a Shawl of Honour and a
Citation each. These writers are :

JAYANTA MAHAPATRA (India)
Jayanta Mahapatra’s poetry is
unique in the richness and
sophistication of language. The
delicacy of the words with which he
weaves his poetry, the palpability of
his images, and the sweetness of
lyrical music flowing from his pen,
make his poetry a profound
experience for the poetry lovers.
He is one of the greatest among us, and has received
many National and International Awards, including the
Sahitya Akademi Award.
He was honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during
SAARC Festival of Literature in Agra in March 2009, by
FOSWAL.
UDAY PRAKASH (India)
Uday Prakash is one of those rare
creative geniuses who can work
with equal brilliance in various
genres of creativity. Having a vast
spectrum of experience, awareness
and skill, he has done memorable
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work in fiction, poetry, film making and journalism.
His works are widely translated in several Indian and
Foreign languages. foreign publishers proudly his books
in prestigious book fairs, and has received several major
national and international awards.
He was honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during
SAARC Festival of Literature in Agra in March 2009.
PROF. ABHI SUBEDI (Nepal)
Prof. Abhi Subedi is a versatile
genius. He is a Professor, Writer,
Folklore Research Scholar, and a
Columnist.
Abhi Subedi is also a Playwright as
well as a Theatre Director.
He is one of those rare people who
recognise the genuine worth of an
honest endeavour in the field of literature and culture, get
associated with it, without ever looking back.
A unique man with rarest of the rare qualities of friendship
and commitment !
He is a scholar who has been associated with FOSWAL
for more than a decade, as an active participant in many
of its activities and programmes. Prof. Subedi has held
important positions in different organizations and is
recipient of many honours.
He was honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during
SAARC Festival of Literature in Delhi in March 2010.
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MARK TULLY (India)
Mark Tully is one of the most
widely known and respected
mediapersons and writers in the
world, particularly in this part of
the world.
He is former Chief of Bureau of
BBC in India. In that capacity, he
covered events like Bhopal Gas
Tragedy, Operation Blue Star,
Assassination of Indira Gandhi,
Genocide of Sikhs and Assassination of Rajiv Gandhi.
U.K. Knighted him, and the Government of India
honoured him with Padma Bhushan.
He was honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during
SAARC Festival of Literature in Delhi, in March 2010.
DR. GANESH NARAYANDAS DEVY (India)
A linguist, literary critic and social
activist who writes in English,
received the 'SAARC Literary
Award' for Innovative Contribution
to Literature and Commitment to
Social Reform, for “his social
concerns, for the depth of his
understanding of culture and
society, for his social commitment
particularly for the Adivasi Tribals,
and the sacrifices he has made for their cause.”
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Dr. Ganesh Narayandas Devy is a social and human
rights activist and works among and for tribals and
adivasis, also in collaboration with the activist writer
Mahasveta Devi.
He was honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during
Fourth SAARC Writers Conference in Delhi, in 2001. The
Award carried a cash prize, and Ceremonial Shawl of
Honour, and a Citation.
MAITREYI PUSHPA (India)
Maitreyi Pushpa is an eminent Hindi
novelist, was awarded 'SAARC
Literary Award' for 'Outstanding
Contribution to Literature', for
bringing alive “the agony of the lives
of people who are born with the
stigma of a criminal tribe, never
having the rights of citizenship,
even deprived of the basic human
rights” in her novels, like ‘Alma Kabootri’. She was
honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during Fourth
SAARC Writers Conference in Delhi, in 2001. The Award
carried a cash prize, and
Ceremonial Shawl of Honour, and a
Citation.
TISSA ABEYSEKARA (Sri Lanka)
An eminent fiction writer and film
maker, and a committed friend of
FOSWAL, The Chief Coordinator of
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FOSWAL in Sri Lanka, was honoured with SAARC
Literary Award.
He expired in 2009. A great loss to the FOSWAL creative
family !
ZAHEDA HINA (Pakistan)
A novelist, short story writer and
gender activist, has been honoured
'SAARC Literary Award' for
'Outstanding Contribution to
Literature' and for “her intense
commitment to human values,
courage and innovativeness, and
for her lifelong struggle for just
causes.”
She was honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during
Fourth SAARC Writers Conference in Delhi in 2001. The
Award carried a cash prize, and Ceremonial Shawl of
Honour, and a Citation.
DR. LAXMAN GAIKWAD
(India)
The Outstanding Young Dalit
Marathi Writer was honoured with
the 'SAARC Literary Award' for
“his exceptionally sensitive
writing and for his ceaseless
crusade for denotified and
nomadic tribes.”
He was honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during
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Fourth SAARC Writers Conference in Delhi in 2001. The Award
carried a cash prize, and Ceremonial Shawl of Honour, and a
Citation.
TIN TIN WIN (JU) (Myanmar)
JU, whose real name is Tin Tin Win is a very eminent writer of
Burmese language. Author of 13 novels, 7 collections of short
stories, and the famous ‘Hate Wars’ about how terrorism
destroys lives, families, women and children, countries and
nations, is a landmark contemporary writing, has brought her
laurels from all over the world.
She has been honoured with several National and International
Awards.
She was honoured with 'SAARC Literary Award’, during
SAARC Festival of Literature in Agra in March 2010.
SAARC ENVIRONMENT AWARD
•

During SAARC Festival of Literature, in Delhi, with
main Focus on Environment, in March 2010, three
Environment Activists were selected for the SAARC
Environment Awards carrying Rs. 1,00,000 in cash, a
Shawl of Honour and a Citation each. These activists were:
SANT BALBIR SINGH SEECHEWAL
(India)
Sant Balbir Singh Seechewal is a
person who is consistently and selflessly
cleaning rivers in Punjab. He has already
cleaned the river Beyeen, associated with
Guru Nanak, who lived there for 16
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years, contemplating about the mission of his life. It was there
that he wrote the first verse of ‘Japuji’, the hymn sacred to all
his followers and lovers, part of their daily lives.
He is a crusader for environmental issues and has inspired a
loyal band of young people to serve the society as environment
activists. Sant Balbir Singh Seechewal has been honoured with
many Awards including the honour by UN.
BABA SEWA SINGH (India)
Baba Sewa Singh is a multi-faceted
personality, with a passion for providing
green cover to the earth. He has planted
more than one lakh trees in Punjab, Delhi,
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.
Moreover, he is an educational
missionary, running a number of excellent
colleges and schools in Punjab and
Madhya Pradesh. He is also great promoter of Sports.
Baba Sewa Singh is recipient of many national and
international honours for his services in the field of
Environment.
K.K. MUHAMMAD (India)
K.K. Muhammad is one of the most
eminent Indian archaeologists and
anthropologists. He is known for his
professional competence and total
dedication to his work. K.K. Muhammad is
chiefly known for his remarkable
excavations in indifferent parts of the
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country, and as a saviour of our historical heritage. In spite of
his humble and gentle personality, he is a resolute researcher
and a brilliant scholar.
SAARC YOUNG WRITERS AWARDS
•

During SAARC Festival of Literature, in Agra, in March
2009, six writers were selected for the SAARC Young
Writers Awards carrying cash awards, a Shawl of Honour
and a Citation each. These writers are :

RUBANA HUQ (Bangladesh)
Rubana Haq is one of the most
sensitive young poets from Bangladesh.
Her rare sensitivity and the lucidity in
the music of her words make her a
powerful, vibrant and profound
emerging voice in the literary world of
Bangladesh. Her book of poems : ‘Time
of My Life’ is a rare journey in depth of
feeling and profound sensitivity.
NAYYARA RAHMAN (Pakistan)
Nayyara Rahman is a powerful fiction
writer, and a freelance contributor to local
magazines and online forums. Her
creative writings have been awarded with
several awards. Her short story “Clay
Fissures” was awarded by The British
Council Pakistan. Her work is included in
: “And The World Changed”, edited by
Muneeza Shamsie, and published by Women Unlimited India;
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and in Rakhshanda Jalil's “Neither Night Nor Day” published by
Harper Collins, India.
VIVIMARIE VANDERPOORTAN (Sri Lanka)
Vivimarie Vanderpoortan is a young
brilliant poet from Sri Lanka. Her
collection of poetry ‘Nothing Prepares
You,’ and her poems in various
prestigious Anthologies make her a
powerful, vibrant and profound young
emerging voice in the literary world of Sri
Lanka. She has read her poetry in
several prestigious literary gatherings,
and has won several Literary Awards.
KHALEDA FROAGH (Afghanistan)
Khaleda Fraogh is a sensitive young poet
of Afghanistan. Her poetry is brimming
over with genuine emotion, with anguish
for her country, women’s plight. Flowing
through her pen, words turn into mirrors
to society.
MANU MANJIL
(Nepal)
Manu Manjil is a young, prolific poet,
lyricist, editor and translator. Manu has
collections of widely acclaimed poems to
his credit. Noted for his poetically
charged lines, metaphor and style, Manu
is the Founder Member and Chairman of
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Literary Communication Academy, and the Founder President
of Writers' Circle.
Manu has participated in several international literary events,
including FOSWAL’s SAARC Festivals of Poetry, and SAARC
Festivals of Literature several times . He has also translated a
number of poems of many leading Nepali poets into English.
Manu works in close association with his Guru and Mentor,
Prof. Abhi Subedi.
FATHMATH SAUSAN (Maldives)
Fathmath Sausan is a young poet and artist of Maldives. She
had her education in Maldives, London and
Australia. Fathmath is a versatile talent :
teacher, author, poet, painter, illustrator and
translator. She is currently studying Law
and translates legal documents. A new
emerging talent on poetry horizon of
Maldives, she has been participating in
SAARC Festivals of Literature of FOSWAL.
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